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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0117212A1] 1. Device for coating a continuously moving sheet or strip of paper (17) by means of a pressurized composition, which is
liquid or in the form of foam, of the type constituted by : a tank (17) feeding the pressurized composition, placed transversaly with respect to the
advance direction of the sheet (17) and partially covered by said sheet, said tank (14) having a rectilinear and longitudinal slot (18) -shaped opening
placed close to the area where the moving sheet (17) is applied on said tank (14) and through which the coating composition issues ; means
adapted to evacuate the limit layer of air driven by said moving uncoated sheet (17), said means being placed just upstream of the area where said
sheet (17) contacts with said tank (14) ; and means (33) parallel to said slot (18), placed just downstream of said slot (8) and against which the
coated sheet (40) rests, for simultaneously proportioning and equalizing the composition supplied through the slot (18) ; characterized : in that the
periphery of the tank (14) which is turned towards the moving sheet (17) has a cross-section shaped as an arc of circle, the convexity of which is
turned towards the moving sheet (17), the rectilinear slot-shaped opening (18) of the tank (14) being made in that section part shaped as an arc
of circle ; and in that means for evacuating the limit layer of air driven by the moving sheet (17) are constituted by longitudinal grooves (22, 23, 24)
provided in the periphery (20) of the tank (14) having a cross-section shaped as an arc of circle, just upstream (20) of the rectilinear slot-shaped
opening (18), said grooves (22, 23, 24) having a length greater than the width of the sheet (17) and being interconnected.
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